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Chronomètre Ferdinand Berthoud FB 1.3

CASE : platinum (PT 950) equipped with four portholes each protected by a glareproofed sapphire crytal, anthracite
gray ceramic lugs DIAMETER : 44mm, 13mm thick MOVEMENT : Calibre FB-T.FC, officially chronometer-certified by the
COSC, comprising a tourbillon with direct-drive seconds, a suspended fusee-and-chain mechanism with differential
winding system, a suspended barrel with Maltese cross stopwork system ensuring a 53h power reserve, and a
suspended power reserve via a mobile cone system FUNCTIONS : hours, minutes, seconds and power reserve DIAL : nickel
silver dial with vertical satin-brushed finish CASEBACK: screw-in exhibition back fitted with a glareproofed sapphire
crystal pane STRAP: hand-stitched rolled-edge alligator leather made from a single piece of leather
WATER RESISTANCE : 30m LIMITED EDITION : 50 units
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Karl-Friedrich Scheufele, co-president of the
Chopard group, was a truly daunting challenge.
Since 2006 already, this passionate enthusiast
had acquired a number of creations – and notably
marine chronometer – by the brilliant Neuchâtel
watchmaker. On September 22nd 2015, after
years of work, the Chronomètre Ferdinand Berthoud FB 1.1 (white gold) and FB1.2 (rose gold)
models emerged from the workshops of the

They are driven by an extraordinary
movement that could well be considered
as a kind of manifesto of the youthful
Chronométrie Ferdinand Berthoud.
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Chronomètre Ferdinand Berthoud FB 1.4-2

CASE : octagonal grade 5 titanium equipped with two portholes

each protected by a glareproofed sapphire crytal, grade 2
titanium lugs DIAMETER : 44mm, 13mm thick MOVEMENT : Calibre
FB-T.FC-2, officially chronometer-certified by the COSC,
comprising a tourbillon with direct-drive seconds, a
suspended fusee-and-chain mechanism with differential
winding system, a suspended barrel with Maltese cross
stopwork system ensuring a 53h power reserve, and a suspended
power reserve via a mobile cone system FUNCTIONS : hours,
minutes, seconds and power reserve DIAL : silver-toned galvanicplated brass dial with vertical satin-brushed finish CASEBACK : screw-in
exhibition back fitted with a glareproofed sapphire crystal pane
STRAP : hand-stitched rolled-edge alligator leather made from a single
piece of leather WATER RESISTANCE : 30m LIMITED EDITION : 20 units

Chronomètre Ferdinand Berthoud FB 1.4-1

CASE : octagonal grade 5 titanium equipped with two portholes each

protected by a glareproofed sapphire crytal, grade 2 titanium lugs
DIAMETER : 44mm, 13mm thick MOVEMENT : Calibre FB-T.FC-2, officially
chronometer-certified by the COSC, comprising a tourbillon with
direct-drive seconds, a suspended fusee-and-chain mechanism with
differential winding system, a suspended barrel with Maltese cross
stopwork system ensuring a 53h power reserve, and a suspended
power reserve via a mobile cone system FUNCTIONS : hours, minutes,
seconds and power reserve DIAL : beadblasted black brass dial with
galvanic treatment and lacquer coating CASEBACK : screw-in exhibition
back fitted with a glareproofed sapphire crystal pane STRAP : handstitched rolled-edge alligator leather made from a single piece of leather
WATER RESISTANCE : 30m LIMITED EDITION : 20 units
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designed to offer a view inside the movement
now come with all-sapphire bridges. The result

An unobstructed and spectacular view
of each element, which sends light
flooding across the flamboyant finishing
of this “cathedral” caliber to truly
dazzling effect.
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is an unobstructed and spectacular view of each
element that sends light flooding across the
flamboyant finish of this “cathedral” caliber, to
truly dazzling effect. The future is doubtless
bright for a brand that has countless new chapters of horological history to tell.

